LAUC –Irvine 2011-2012 Operational Themes/Goals

The 2011-2012 LAUC- Irvine Four Goals for the year are:

1. To continue making communication between LAUC –I and the UC Irvine library administration a priority. For example, continue what was done in the past, investigate ways to keep improving on this via the participation of the LAUC-I chair; Vice chair and other members in various different projects.

2. Continue to build ongoing communication with system wide LAUC by discussing and implementing the ideas/projects under review. For example the 2011 CPG report, etc.

3. Be open to innovation and change within UC librarianship in our daily work/lives. For example, working with IT to meet specific LAUC-I needs concerning the project to reorganize its history and to archive LAUC-I documents on web.

4. Aim to implement the archiving of LAUC-I documents, and organize earlier LAUC-I documents (Special Collections, LL 115, etc) to make this path manageable and on-going. For example, appoint a two-year ad hoc special committee on the LAUC-I History Project, in order to help accomplish this.